
Microware’s Action : Process more efficiently the delivery of 

the critical applications the National Archives.

CLIENT:
Micros Fidelio

SEGMENT:
Hospital

BUSINESS AREA:
Datacenter

REQUEST:
The Micros Fidelio had the 
demand for allocated to a 
server in his office in Rio de 
Janeiro to make available 
applications to their sites at 
any time, with high response 
speed, with security and 
stability in the data stream.

SOLUTION:
Microware provided the 
company a solution of HP 
ML350 G6 Servers-649170, 
reliable source of stability 
and adaptable to the 
company.Endowed with the 
best system architecture up-
to-date with room to grow.  

MICROWARE´S

SUCCESS
CASE

High Performance in

Distribution of Applications



Opportunity is to be prepared at the right time
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In today's globalized world, a moment can mean a lot. An opportunity may arise or desparecer in moments and 

therefore is important to that companies are ready for them. Leverage an open door being duly prepared for it can 

be the difference to the success of your business.

The U.S. company Micros Fidelio, a world leader in developing applications for the hospitality industry, with more 

than 310,000 installations worldwide, operates in Brazil since the year 2000 with headquarters in São Paulo. The 

company, because  its high performance and quality of services, quickly became the leading supplier of ERP 

softwares,  a systems for managing the hosting,  management sales and reservations operations for companies of 

any size and complexity, aimed at the following hotel, restaurant and conference places. Among its clients are the 

largest hotels and chains of restaurant  in Brazil.

Micros Fidelio concentrated its efforts and investments in the city of São Paulo, strengthening its brand and their 
market reach, waiting for an opportune time for investments and expansions. Taking advantage of the choice of 
Brazil as the host for major world events like the Olympics, World Cup, Rio +20, among others, the company 
expanded its reach in Brazil. The first expansion occurred with the inauguration of a new administrative center in 
the city of Rio de Janeiro.

Microware’s partner for years,  with a history of successful actions and achievements, Micros Fidelio worked 
together with Microware in this new moment of the company. Faced with the need of Micros Fidelio, Microware 
Technology was the only company able to answer it satisfactorily, as reported by the manager of Micros Fidelio in 
Rio, Bernardo Pires.



Effective Applications Distribution

The Micros Fidelio had the demand for allocated to a server in his office in Rio de Janeiro to make available 
applications to their sites at any time, with high response speed, with security and stability in the data stream. The 
Microware provided the company a solution of HP ML350 G6 Servers-649170, reliable source of stability and 
adaptable to your company.Endowed with the best system architecture up-to-date with room to grow. Provides 
redundant power, fans, helper memory and disk options, which ensures that the HP ProLiant ML350 G6 Server 
continues to support your business in case of system power, memory, thermal, or disk error. Ability to upgrade to 
CPU 2, up to 192GB DDR3 Registered or 48GB unbuffered DDR3 system memory, 16 SFF and 8 LFF HDD for 
tomorrow's needs. Serial SCSI (SAS) and Serial ATA (SATA) hot-plug RAID is standard on the HP ProLiant ML350 G6, 
making storage more reliable, versatile and affordable than ever. Possessed of an excellent enterprise-class 
performance at an affordable price, the HP ML350 maximizes Intel processor with the most advanced cutting 
edge technology and QPI multi-threaded applications for faster execution. The DDR3 offers high performance 
with optimal performance with mirroring, interleaved. Integrating dual Gigabit Ethernet provides network 
throughput and redundancy as well as the advanced RAID 0/1/10/5/6 that adds protection with high availability 
for the performance of hard disk efficiently.

The HP ProLiant ML350 G6 is the best DP Tower server in terms of price / performance that delivers excellence 
with performance, expandability and availability. Already come equipped with two sources and a 750w CPU 
QuadCore Intel Xeon E5620. HP is the worldwide leader in high performance servers and solutions in energy 
saving and resources for the superior quality of their equipment. The HP ML350 server line is ideal for a versatile 
and reliable network, aimed at expanding businesses and dedicated workgroups.

Effective Applications Distribution

Currently, the company objective to continue its expansion to the south, seeking position with the main centers of 
tourism in Brazil. The Micros Fidelio understands the importance of suppliers and employees that meet the 
demand of the company and provide practical and efficient solutions. "Among many companies, Microware was 
the best attended and provided in the service without problems, on time and with higher quality," said Bernardo 
Pires.



And You?

Does your business spend energy in right activities and 

actions that brings benefits to your company?

ABOUT
MICROWARE

Our mission is to excel in providing 
I.T. solutions for business and 
organizations objectively, securely, 
and in a creative way. We are 
specialists in supporting 
companies to develop and 
implement effective I.T. project.

We strive to be the best 
technology architect, applying it 
intelligently to your business 
needs. This way we help you focus 
on your priorities and contribute 
to the expansion, to the 
productivity improvement, to the 
reduction of total costs and to the 
mitigation of risks of your 
business.

We specialize in the areas of 
Datacenter, Networking, 
Workplace, Imaging and Printing 
and Professional Services. We 
have one of the best trained team 
of professionals in Brazil, able to 
identify needs and align 
investments with business goals. 
Our work also counts with and is 
supported by the main global I.T. 
developers, manufacturers and 
providers.

Established in 1984, we are 
located in São Paulo and Rio de 
Janeiro, with sales forces, service 
centers and distribution centers 
covering the entire Brazilian 
territory. We are also a member of 
global networks of I.T. solution 
providers, and through them we 
help our clients with their 
international expansion.

We operate under a total quality 
system certified by the ISO:9001 
standard, having our processes 
and procedures regularly audited, 
and therefore enhancing the 
consistency and reliability of 
projects  developed and services 
rendered.

The Microware is available to support you on your demand of Information 

Technology and Communication solutions

Contact Us:

RJ: Rua Noronha Torrezão, 416 - Santa Rosa - Niterói - RJ  24.240-183

Tel  +55 (21) 2199-2600 - rj@microware.com.br

SP: Rua James Watt, 142/ 4º and - Brooklin - São Paulo - SP  04.576-050

Tel  +55 (11) 4872-2100 - sp@microware.com.br

DF: SCN Quadra 4, Bloco B, Nº 100/12º and - Brasília - DF - 70714-900

Tel +55 (61) 3533-6737 - df@microware.com.br

www.microware.com.br  / microware@microware.com.br


